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Winter has seen a burst of both project and strategic
activity on K’gari.
On June 14, we celebrated with the Butchulla Aboriginal
Corporation as the Queensland Government
commenced the formal handback of land to the BAC,
with four blocks (22Ha) on the island.
This week we start the consultation process to formally
put K’gari ‘on the map’ – under the Place Names Act
1994.
Thank you to all FINIA members for your efforts in
weeding, cleaning-up, restoring and protecting K’gari.
The Editor

K’gari – Butchulla Land Returned to her People

Butchulla Aboriginal Corporation’s Christine Royan, Joyce Bonner and Tahlia Burns with Assistant Minister for Health and Regional Infrastructure
Julieanne Gilbert at the historic ceremony (Photo: Lucy Loram, ABC Radio Wide Bay)

The Butchulla people will be able to look after Country forever for future generations following a historic land
handover ceremony held on 14 June in the K’gari (Fraser Island) World Heritage Area. During the Central
Station ceremony, the Butchulla Aboriginal Corporation received freehold title to more than 22 hectares of
land within an area where they already hold native title.
Butchulla woman Chantel Van Wamelen said the land transfer would empower the Butchulla people to
revitalise cultural practices on Butchulla country. “The Butchulla people have three laws: what is good for
the land must come first; do not touch anything that does not belong to you; and if you have plenty, you

must share,” Ms Van Wamelen said. “We want to build ranger bases so our mob can better protect our land.
We’re also hoping to run women’s and men’s camps to help Butchulla people connect with country.”
Resources Minister Stewart said land transfers like today’s could play a significant role in Queensland’s
journey towards reconciliation. “I am honoured to return this site to its rightful owners,” Mr Stewart said.
“Although this land transfer will not rectify past injustices, I hope it can provide future benefit to the Butchulla
people. The Palaszczuk Government is proud to work with our First Australians, who continue to hold a deep
connection to Country after more than 60,000 years.”
The Butchulla Aboriginal Corporation now holds inalienable
freehold title to the two sites on either side of the island.
Under Queensland laws introduced more than 30 years ago,
the land cannot be sold and is held forever for future
generations.
Mr Stewart said the Queensland Government had
transferred more than 6.24 million hectares of land
to Traditional Owners, reflecting the government’s genuine
efforts toward reconciliation.

Conway Burns, BAC Director at the land handback ceremony
(Photo: Lucy Loram, ABC Radio Wide Bay)

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Partnerships Minister Craig Crawford said land justice for the Butchulla
people over K’gari and a place to practice culture on Country was vital to the state’s Path to Treaty.
“The truth is the more our First Nations people practice culture, revive language and keep traditions alive,
the more it enriches all of us,’’ Mr Crawford said. “It helps to connect all of us, Indigenous and nonIndigenous, to country and a sense of place, and unites us in acknowledging a shared history that dates back
as the world’s oldest living civilisation.”
Ms Van Wamelen said the island formed part of a Dreamtime story, where a white spirit named Princess
K’gari was turned into the island by Rainbow Serpent Yindinjie. “Yindinjie and Princess K’gari helped create
the seashores, mountain ranges, lakes and rivers around Hervey Bay. K’gari begged to stay there forever,”
Ms Van Wamelen said. “Yindinjie told K’gari to lay down on the rocks in the sea, where she fell asleep. When
she awoke, she became the island. “The Rainbow Serpent created lakes to be K’gari’s eyes, creeks and
laughing waters to be her voice, and birds and animals to keep her company.”
For more information about land transfers, visit https://www.qld.gov.au/firstnations/environment-land-usenative-title/land-transfers.
Minister for Resources, Hon. Scott Stewart, Media Statement

Returning K’gari’s Name to the Island – Consultation to Start
Queenslanders can have a say on officially renaming the iconic Fraser Island as its Indigenous name, K’gari.
The World Heritage Area became K’gari (Fraser Island) last year, but the official place name for the world’s
largest sand island has yet to change.

For Aunty Gayle Minniecon, chair of the Butchulla Aboriginal Corporation (BAC), the reinstatement of K’gari
as the island’s name has been a long time coming. “It means so much to the Butchulla People,” she said.
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“For us, it’s about respect for our people. It’s important for us to let our ancestors know that our culture is
still strong, and we continue to care for our country."
BAC director Christine Royan said K’gari’s story was the Butchulla people’s Dreaming story. “The story of
K’gari is the story of our creation,” she said. “Having K’gari reinstated means we are returning our story to
where it belongs – to its home.”
Resources Minister Scott Stewart said the Palaszczuk Government had actively worked with the Butchulla
People to recognise the cultural significance of K’gari. “We’ve listened to the Butchulla People who have
maintained a strong commitment to reinstating the island’s traditional name,” Mr Stewart said. “The island
has been known as K’gari for thousands of years, and I hope it will be formally known as K’gari for many
more years to come.”
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Partnerships Minister Craig Crawford said a return to the island’s
traditional name would honour the Butchulla people’s culture and continued connection to Country.
“K’gari forms part of a spiritually significant story for the Butchulla people, one that should be celebrated
and embraced by all Queenslanders,” Mr Crawford said. “On the Path to Treaty, recognising Indigenous
language through proposed changes to place names like K’gari demonstrates the Palaszczuk Government’s
commitment to truth-telling and reconciliation.”
Environment Minister Meaghan Scanlon said consultation followed the island’s world heritage area being
renamed K’gari (Fraser Island) last year. "K’gari means paradise in the Butchulla language and, as a popular
destination for its natural beauty, is a much more fitting name for such an iconic place,” Ms Scanlon said.
“The name Fraser Island is culturally inappropriate – it is a tribute to Eliza Fraser, a woman whose narrative
directly led to the massacre and dispossession of the Butchulla people.”
Member for Hervey Bay Adrian Tantari said renaming the world heritage area was well received by the
community and believed the island’s traditional name should become official. “Our community has
acknowledged the name K’gari for quite some time now, and I can’t wait for visitors to do the same,” Mr
Tantari said.
Mr Stewart said the proposal would open for public consultation from 5 August 2022 until 3 October 2022.
"We will engage with the community, and I encourage all interested people and groups to have their say,”
Mr Stewart said.
Minister for Resources, Hon. Scott Stewart, Media Statement

K’gari Climate Adaptation Project
The K’gari Climate Adaptation Project (CAP) is a Butchulla lead co-design with NESP Climate Systems Hub
and the Department of Environment and Science (DES). The project will integrate Butchulla ecological and
cultural knowledge - informed by the best available climate science and knowledge of World Heritage
values.
The Project is a pilot for the Draft CSIRO Climate
Change Toolkit and aims to increase
understanding of climate change risks, impacts
and adaptive management options to look after
K’gari into the future.
Outcomes from the project will inform K’gari
planning instruments and advise planning for
other World Heritage areas, for example, the
Gondwana Rainforests of Australia.

What does the future hold for Wathumba Creek with Climate Change?
(Photo: DES)
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The project aims to identify new actions to address climate change vulnerability and risk – via workshops
with key stakeholders and to recognise when to consider implementing new actions. Two workshops have
been held to date. The first was with 14 Butchulla Elders at Kal’ang Respite Centre to notify the community
of the project and invite them to future workshops. The second was a gathering of over 35 scientists and DES
staff with a vested interest in K’gari to identify the future climate threats that will inform future workshops.
If you are interested in participating in future workshops, please contact Tilly Davis at tilly.davis@backgari.org or Toni Thwaites at toni.thwaites@des.qld.gov.au or 0436 602 092.
Article contributed by the BAC and Department of Environment and Science

Fraser Coast Council launches K’gari Waste Management and Resource
Recovery Strategy
In January 2021, Fraser Coast Regional Council were granted funding under the Australian Heritage Grants
Program 2020-21 to support the development and implementation of a Waste Management and Resource
Recovery Strategy for K’gari (Fraser Island). The project aimed to maintain, protect, and conserve World
Heritage and cultural values through sustainable approaches to waste management in partnership with the
Butchulla people.
The opportunity to develop a coordinated strategy has fostered positive
relationships and formulated partnerships with the Butchulla
community and key stakeholders. Together, the Strategy has been
developed with the underlying objective of preventing environmental
harm and conserving the natural and cultural values of K’gari (Fraser
Island) through a sustainable approach to waste management.
Upgrades and changes to waste infrastructure and management
processes have been outlined in this strategy to address the poor waste
management and resource recovery outcomes of current practices,
environmental and human health risks, and growth in demand. The
proposed services ensure that waste management practices are
commensurate with the World Heritage status of K’gari (Fraser Island).
To allow for increased resource recovery opportunities and risk
mitigation, the improvements in waste management processes have
been identified and scheduled into deliverable actions for
implementation.

Conway Burn’s artwork highlights the
connection between Butchulla People and
their bond with land and sea country

After extensive community and stakeholder engagement over five months and in consultation with our K’gari
Waste Management Advisory Committee, Fraser Coast Council’s Waste team has now finalised the Strategy
which Council endorsed at their July general Council meeting.
You can read the project’s Community Engagement Report here. You can read the strategy here.

Post-fire Recovery Action Update
Fraser Island Defenders Organisation (FIDO) has wrapped up its first round of Queensland Governmentfunded Fire Rehabilitation projects.
FIDO volunteers led by Suzanne Wilson have spent the last five months laying the groundwork for future fire
rehabilitation projects.
The ongoing projects included:
• Assessing and upgrading the Nursery at Eurong.
• Building community capacity with a targeted volunteer recruitment campaign.
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•
•

Seed collection - focusing on Pandanus and dune species impacted by the bushfires of 2022-2021.
A full spectrum of nursery work to provide an ongoing supply of plant stock.
Twenty volunteers joined us on this project, many new to FIDO.
A project highlight was the collaboration with QPWS, the Butchulla
Aboriginal Corporation, Cooloola Coastcare, University of the
Sunshine Coast, Sunshine Coast TAFE, ECOllaboration, Coolum
Native Plant Nursery, and all of the volunteers. Thanks also to Linda
Behrendorff, Jacqui Seal from QPWS and Sue Sargent for advice,
guidance, and assistance behind the scenes.

Volunteers Larry and Rose learning to propagate
by cuttings (Photo: FIDO)

See upcoming newsletters for progress in the Nursery and planting
on the dunes.
Contributed by Mark Dwyer, Fraser Island Defenders Organisation

Aiding Bushfire Recovery on K’gari
On the morning of 2 June 2022, a team of volunteers recruited by the
Fraser Island Defenders Organisation (FIDO) converged on Eurong to
participate in the K’gari Coastal Foreshore Rehabilitation and Pandanus
Project. The Department of Environment and Science-funded project
was a collaboration between FIDO, Queensland Parks and Wildlife
Service (QPWS), and Community Rangers from the Butchulla Aboriginal
Corporation (BAC).
These organisations, as well as Cooloola Coastcare, are all partners in
FINIA, an umbrella group dedicated to the protection of the natural
integrity of K’gari. The project’s purpose is targeted rehabilitation of the
coastal, foredune vegetation complex, as recommended by the
Queensland Government’s Post-fire Assessment Report and associated
Action Plan, following the extensive Duling bushfire of 2020. The bushfire
burnt a staggering 85,000 hectares, over half the world heritage island.
The volunteers included three members of Cooloola Coastcare, as well
as experienced bush regenerators and nursery people from the Coolum Map: Burnt area is indicated by red hatching
area on the Sunshine Coast. The team was under the expert direction of
(Image taken from the Assessment Report)
Suzanne Wilson, a long-time FIDO member, currently at Mooloolah River
Landcare Native Plant Nursery. Suzanne was involved in re-establishing a native plant nursery for FIDO at the
QPWS ranger station at Eurong in 2015, in response to persuasion by the late John Sinclair.
On day one, the FIDO volunteers met with the Butchulla Community Rangers at the Eurong nursery for a
pleasant morning of introductions, planning and orientation. Those with experience in native plant
propagation and bush regeneration shared some of their knowledge, while the Butchulla representatives
shared some of their knowledge of the deep, indigenous history of the island, including the three Butchulla
lores:
Minyang galangoor gu djaa, kalim baya-m - What is good for the land comes first.
Wangou nyin gaminda biralundar, nyin wumga-n - Do not take or touch anything that does not belong to you.
Minyang waa nyinung, waa bunmalee dhama-n - If you have plenty, you must share.
Good advice for all of humanity!
In the afternoon, the BAC team, Suzanne, and the Cooloola Coastcare group explored for seed along tracks
around Eurong, finding a good haul of Banksia aemula. In contrast, the Mt Coolum group ventured further
afield, collecting seed of Pandanus tectorius and some woodland and forest species.
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Day 2 was devoted to nursery work, including processing and recording the seed collected on day 1. Banksia
cones were burnt to open the follicles, allowing the seed to be extracted, while the flesh was removed from
the fruit by washing through a screen. Hard, woody capsules were stored dry to allow the seed to be released
with dehydration.
Thanks to QPWS having upgraded the automatic
watering system in the propagation tunnel, the
Banksia seeds were sown, representing a new start
for the nursery program and secure from water
supply problems that caused losses in the past.
Coastal sheoak tube stock and pandanus seed were
prepared for planting on day 3.

Orientation morning at the Eurong Nursery; from left: Rose Hart, Jake
Hazzard, Tim Lang, Jono Bateman, Suzanne Wilson, Virginia Burns,
Cassandra Warner, Lillian Green and Cassandra Rainbow (Photo: Rod
Hutchinson and Linda Tabe)

Day 3, planting day, dawned calm and sunny, with a
flawless blue sky, as the teams met at the nursery to
load the vehicles with plants and buckets of Pandanus
seed. The leading re-vegetation site was a badlyburnt fore-dune area south of Dundubara (see map
above).

By the end of the day, an impressive 653 Casuarina
equisetifolia tube stock had been planted, about 50 other
more advanced plants of other fore-dune species and 500
Pandanus seeds had been direct-seeded. There was good,
deep moisture in the sand, and best of all, there was a dump
of about 30mm of heavy rain early the following morning!
Everyone was very happy with our achievements regarding
the revegetation work over the three days we worked
together. However, just as important were the sharing of
knowledge, contacts made, and friendships kindled.

BAC team members harvesting seed from Banksia cones
(Photo: Rod Hutchinson and Linda Tabe)

Article contributed by Linda Tabe, Cooloola Coastcare

FINIA Annual Field Trip
From May 26 to 27, FINIA members participated in their annual two-day Field Trip to K'gari.
Aunty Joyce Bonner from the Butchulla Aboriginal Corporation (BAC) welcomed participants to Butchulla
Country before members visited Eurong Nursery to discuss QPWS nursery upgrades and the Fraser Island
Defenders Organisation bushfire restoration project.
The next stop on the itinerary was Happy Valley to check out FIDO
and Happy Valley Community Association's weed management.
Members noted the reduction in Abrus from various on-site
activities. Following lunch, Fraser Coast Regional Council officers
briefed members on the K'gari Waste Management Strategy (under
development).
BAC Rangers Blayde Foley and Tahlia Burns discussed their role in the
Australian Rivers Institute project, monitoring fish in K'gari's
wetlands.
The BAC’s Aunty Joyce and Aunty Dee pictured
at Eurong Nursery (Photo: Sue Sargent)

Checking in at Dilli Village, field trip participants completed the day
with a presentation from Don and Lesley Bradley on Sandy Cape's
loggerhead monitoring program. Some fascinating satellite tracking results also highlighted where male and
female green turtles go when they aren't breeding or nesting in the Wide Bay.
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Day 2 started at 6:30 am, looking for evidence of threatened
Mur'rindum (Black-breasted button-quail) near Dilli Village.
Members then undertook a 2-hour marine debris clean-up, removing
over 110Kg of plastic off K'gari's 75 Mile Beach before Hana Robinson
from K'gari Fraser Island Adventures and Leesa from Dilli Village
'Talked Rubbish' as they shared their experiences of the SEQ flood
event.
Finally, members met with the BAC's Tilly Davis and DAF's Geoff Pegg
on the Markwell's Break Road to receive an update on Myrtle rust
and the impacts of the bushfires.
Thank you to Kingfisher Bay Resort for sponsoring barge fares, Dilli
Village for assistance with accommodation, and to all our
enthusiastic participants and presenters.

Results from the FINIA Clean-Up with over 100Kg
removed in just 2 hours (Photo: Sue Sargent)

Article contributed by Sue Sargent, FINIA – the Natural Integrity Alliance for K’gari

Beach Clean-up Efforts Continue
Every tide brings more plastic treasures in with It. Led by Hana and Mark Robinson, the K’gari Adventures
team collects the beach’s marine debris daily. On top of building their guiding tour offerings back up after
the devastation of the pandemic lockdowns, the team still managed to get out on the beach every day to
pick rubbish up off the beach. Talk about dedication. Sadly, you don’t need to wander very far before you
spot the rainbow of colours in the plastics spread out along the shoreline.
The total of rubbish collected is now over 40 tonnes, and that’s just
the stuff that has been weighed. In March, K’gari Adventures, Fraser
Experience Tours, Fraser Explorer Tours and Dilli Village helped
support more than 255 volunteers to come to the island to clean up.
They collected almost 20 tonnes in 10 days, along with some local
residents who also helped and provided logistical support. QPWS
assisted with permitting subsidies and rangers on the ground.
Operation Community Beach Clean Up was a great success.
Following the success of the Community Beach Clean Up and after
assessing the ongoing need for voluntourism projects on K’gari,
Guests picking up microplastics during their
K’gari Adventure tour (Photo: K’gari Adventures)
K’gari Adventures, with the assistance of Adventure Queensland and
the Fraser Island Tourism Association, are now seeking to raise
funding for these events. K’gari Adventures have already secured sponsorship from Zero Co for 12 days of
cleaning by over 100 volunteers to be on K’gari this year.
Article contributed by Hana Robinson, K’gari Adventures

4WD Clubs help Clean-up K'gari
Four Wheel Drive Queensland (4WD QLD) is the peak body for 4WD
clubs and their members in Queensland. Advocating for members,
4WD QLD aims to improve recreational 4WDing, protect the
environment, and encourage education and knowledge sharing
whilst creating fun and active outdoor communities across
Queensland.
4WD QLD volunteers have been cleaning up K'gari (Fraser Island)
since 2001. The annual event is held across a weekend in May, with
affiliated club members and event sponsors volunteering their time
to clean marine debris from this beautiful World Heritage-listed
island.

350 vehicles participated in 4WD QLD’s annual
K’gari Cleanup (photo: contributed)
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Large quantities of rubbish are washed up onto the 125 kilometres of open beach. Some of this is local –
travelling north with longshore drift from northern New South Wales and Southeast Queensland. But this is
compounded by marine debris from the southbound East Australian Current (down the Great Barrier Reef),
carrying waste from Papua New Guinea, the Philippines and beyond.
Despite some challenging weather conditions, with wind and sea fog,
participants stayed in good spirits, with volunteers working together
to help keep K'gari in pristine condition. But it was heartbreaking to
see the polystyrene disaster continuing, with countless pieces
washing up onto K'gari from the SEQ flood event.

The job’s not done until the sorting is finished –
volunteers sort litter with Tangaroa Blue (photo:
Bundaberg 4WD Club)

It was another well-organised event with 23 clubs and 350 vehicles
participating. Covering the beach from Hook Point to Sandy Cape, an
astonishing 8.215 tonnes was collected by the 751 participants. A
two-tonne increase from last year. After the event, many clubs
extended their visit to soak in the beauty of K'gari, with fishing and
drives to the various tourist hot spots such as Lake McKenzie,
Kingfisher Bay, Eli Creek, and the Maheno Shipwreck.

4WD QLD partners with the Department of Environment and Science, Queensland Parks & Wildlife Service,
Butchulla Aboriginal Corporation and Tangaroa Blue and would like to thank all the sponsors who have
supported our efforts since 2001, without which this event would not be possible.

Clearing Weeds in Beach Camping Areas
As part of this year’s 21st annual 4WD QLD K’gari (Fraser Island)
clean-up event in May, Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service
(QPWS) managed to pry a few clubs away from the beach to assist
in clearing weeds from several beach camping areas.
The beach camping areas were chosen as a focus of this year’s effort
to highlight the cause and effects of vehicle and human movement
through the landscape. A large proportion of the island’s weed
problem is centred around visitor use sites, camping areas and roads
where weeds are spread by people, vehicles, camping equipment
etc.

4WD QLD volunteers weed beach camping
areas (Photo: QPWS)

Clubs, assisted by QPWS, worked in camping areas between Eurong
and Dundubara to manually remove weeds such as lantana,
Mossman river grass, crowsfoot grass and prickly pear. The
volunteers worked hard for four hours and removed over 3,600
individual plants. This was a great effort by the volunteers who
greatly impacted the weed issue in these camping areas.

Over 3,600 plants were removed (Photo: QPWS)

Not to be outdone, the remaining clubs spent several hours removing
rubbish from the beaches between Hook Point and Sandy Cape and
collected over 8.2 tonnes of rubbish – a fantastic effort by all
involved.
Article contributed by Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service

One Weed Seven Years of Seed
That old adage about one year’s seeds? Seven years of weeds.
Does that mean the seven years of weeds promised or threatened by that adage are multiplied by each year
of seeds?
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I sincerely hope not. Seven years of weeds are bad enough. I’ve been
off the island for over two years. I might be able to manage my patch
around Eurong to control weeds for the next seven years. But 14
years? If I’m still around by then, I doubt I’ll be able to carry around a
15Kg knapsack of spray or bend over pulling weeds.
What planet was the poet Gerard Manley Hopkins on when he wrote
about the beauty of Spring “when weeds in wheels shoot long and
lovely and lush”?
Long and lush, I can understand, but “lovely”?

Carpets of green with Guinea Grass coming into

seed (Photo: David Anderson)
On my return to Eurong, I found plenty of the long and lush. There
were fields of green after plenty of rain. Oh, and did I say “fields” of
green? Well, carpets of green winter weeds of all descriptions: A variety of thistles, cobblers peg, dandelion,
ragweed, Moss River burr, and blue billy goat weed.

There were, of course, the usual suspects growing unhindered in the
places around Eurong I had been tackling for years - Guinea grass and
coral creeper, Brazillian nightshade, basket asparagus, Easter cassia,
mother of millions, morning glory, painted spurge and the odd beach
almond seedling.
Welcome home.
It wasn’t as if I didn’t have plenty of things to occupy my time after
years of neglect. There was also the massive beach clean-up after the
floods.
Coral creeper coming into flower (Photo: David
Anderson)

However, I spent several hours trudging around Eurong when time
and the weather permitted, spraying weeds before a misstep and
stumble caused a back injury which put me out of action. I eventually required surgical intervention.
What a great year 2022 was turning out to be.
Thank goodness for the FIDO groups who have kept up the fight
against weeds in my absence.
During my recovery from surgery, I took one of their teams for a
weed tour of “Residential Valley”. While they were weeding, I
couldn’t help myself. I plucked a bag full of tiny mother of millions
from an embankment in Jarvis Street by kneeling on the road, so I
didn’t have to bend my back.
I have recovered enough now to carry a knapsack spray, bend at the
knees, and even bend my back, enabling me to pull weeds again. I’m
hoping to make a dent in the weed population while the sun is
shining and as time permits.

Green panic in the aftermath of a hazard
reduction burn (Photo: David Anderson)

Contributed by David Anderson, Fraser Island Association

Threatened Species Feature: Water Mouse
The vulnerable water mouse (Xeromys myoides) is a small mammal about twice the size of a house mouse. It
has dark steel-grey fur with a contrasting pure white belly, lower snout and cheeks. Old water mice can be
grizzled grey with a red tone to their sides. Adult water mice can have white spotting on their back in
southeast Queensland. Water mouse fur is silky and resistant to water and mud, and its tail is shorter than
its head-body length. Despite living in wetlands, the back feet of the water mouse are not webbed. It has a
strong, acrid smell.
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The water mouse creates and lives in a variety of long-term protective mud or peat shelters. From Cooloola
to Curtis Island, it uses hollow mangroves, paperbark and swamp she-oak stumps and limbs, mangrove roots,
tidal banks, bunds and artificial spoil heaps as scaffolding for these shelters, and it also builds distinctive freestanding mounds that are often covered in vegetation. It primarily eats crabs, leaving a distinctive feeding
sign.

Water mouse (left), free-standing mound (centre), and feeding sign (right). Photographers: Alex Dudley & Janina Kaluza.

Habitats along the south-central Queensland coast
The water mouse primarily lives in mangroves, saltmarshes, and tidal reed flats between Cooloola and Curtis
Island. It may also occur in freshwater to saline coastal wetlands, coastal swamps and wet heath.
The water mouse has a patchy distribution from Hervey Bay to the Gladstone–Curtis Island area and a more
consistent distribution within the Great Sandy Strait, including the west coast of K’gari. Known local
strongholds are at Kauri Creek and Tin Can Inlet in the Great Sandy Strait.

Mangrove and tidal reed habitats at Kauri Creek. (Photos: Janina Kaluza).

Local threats
The water mouse is very likely to have lost coastal habitat to urban, agricultural and commercial development
along the south-central Queensland coast. Ongoing threats to its persistence in the region include predation
by foxes, habitat and shelter damage by pigs, coastal development, future coastal habitat squeeze as sea
levels rise, and coastal habitat is unable to migrate inland due to the built environment; fire, cattle, and oil
spill. Habitat loss due to the developing aquaculture industry, and prolonged inundation from more intense
rainfall events and cyclones, may also be of concern.
Snapshot of local inventory and management programs
Much of the potential habitat between Cooloola and Curtis Island has been surveyed at least once to find
local water mouse populations. However, unsurveyed areas remain. Local opportunities for inventory
surveys in these areas include targeted programs (e.g. camera deployment), active searches during coastal
habitat monitoring (e.g. shorebirds, fish), and recreational exploration.
Private graziers in the Bustard Bay region have installed exclusion fencing to remove cattle long-term from
water mouse habitat. Other opportunities to implement on-the-ground habitat restoration and threat
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management programs include Indigenous Ranger, Natural Resource Management, catchment stewardship
and Landcare partnership programs. Blue carbon programs hold much potential to manage and restore
intertidal water mouse habitats effectively.
Draft National Water Mouse Recovery Plan
The Commonwealth Department of Climate Change, Energy, the Environment and Water recently developed
a draft national water mouse recovery plan that is available for comment until Friday, 30 September 2022.
You are encouraged to read through the draft plan and provide input and feedback. Be sure to include
information about your expertise, who you represent, and your interest in water mouse.
Below are some focused questions about specific parts of the draft plan that are relevant to Cooloola to
Curtis Island, although feedback to improve any aspect of the plan is welcome.
1. Do you know of an unreported water mouse location? If so, please provide information about who can
speak for that country.
2. Where else could the water mouse live?
3. What can be done to give the water mouse the best chance of persisting long-term along the southcentral Queensland coast? What has not been considered?
4. Do you know about an unreported area where threats to water mouse are being managed? Who is the
best contact for this area?
5. What would your organisation like to do for the water mouse in the future?
The department also seeks information about images, artwork, quotes etc., that support one or more aspects
of the draft recovery plan. These could express what the water mouse means to people and country, what
people are doing as managers and custodians of water mouse country, or what could happen in the future
to help the water mouse.

Weed Spotters Network eLearning
There’s always something new to see whenever you are out in the field, and inevitably you find yourself
looking at plants that you haven’t seen before – weed or not weed?
This eLearning course has been designed to provide members of the Weed Spotters Network of Queensland
and interested members of the public with information on how to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

understand how Queensland manages the biosecurity risk of invasive plants (weeds),
learn more about weeds in Queensland and where they might occur,
understand your general biosecurity obligation for weeds,
identify Queensland prohibited category weeds using key characteristics,
be an effective and informed member of the Weed Spotter Network of Queensland,
confidently report a prohibited weed,
stay safe and minimise health risks and hazards while weed spotting.

At the end of the online course, you will be told how you can contact the Weed Spotter Network of
Queensland [WSNQ] coordinator to confirm your successful completion.
Access the online course: Weed Spotters Network Queensland eLearning.
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Bush Regeneration and Monitoring
Eurong, K’gari
23 to 29 October 2022 (Sunday to Saturday).
FIDO has been conducting weeklong weeding –bush regeneration programs in Eurong since
2005. These have progressively transformed Eurong and dramatically reduced the weed
threats there. Based at Tallinga, the former Sinclair family home in Eurong Village, work will
focus on weeding, bush regeneration, building the Eurong nursery's capacity, and continuing
FIDO's ongoing environmental monitoring programs. The program is supported by Eurong
Resort, providing dinner for the volunteers each night.
$300 ($200 for concessions) to subsidise costs.
Please send any questions to weeding@fido.org.au.
Weed Management
Happy Valley, K’gari
28 August to 3 September, and 13 to 29 November 2022 (Thursday to Wednesday).
Peter Shooter leads these trips to help tackle the heavy weed infestation around Happy Valley.
A group of up to 8 will share "Kurrawa", a comfortable holiday house in the Centre of Happy
Valley. The group will work to contain a particularly aggressive weed with poisonous seeds,
Abrus prectorius Var. Africanus. This weed heavily impacts the vegetation but isn't found
anywhere else on Fraser Island. As the Abrus comes under control, the team will increasingly
eliminate large woody weeds Easter Cassia and Lantana. Again, fitness is needed to carry heavy
chemical backpack sprays across steep terrain.
$300 ($200 for concessions) to subsidise costs.
Please send any questions to weeding@fido.org.au.
Cooloola BioBlitz
Rainbow Beach (basecamp)
Friday 4 to Sunday 6 November 2022
Hosted by Cooloola Coastcare and Fraser Island Defenders Organisation, the Cooloola BioBlitz
aims to map the biodiversity of the Cooloola region near Rainbow Beach, Cooloola Cove, and
Tin Can Bay.
TBA
For more information, please follow the Cooloola BioBlitz Facebook page.
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Looking after Country Grant program
The Queensland Government’s Looking after Country Grant Program provides funding of up
to $75,000 to First Nations communities to conserve and manage environmental and cultural
heritage on country. The program aims to build community capacity to deliver these projects
and to develop strong partnerships in caring for country.
Applications are currently open and close Thursday, 25 August 2022.
landandsea@des.qld.gov.au
(07) 3330 5553
https://www.qld.gov.au/environment/plants-animals/conservation/community/land-searangers/grants-program
Hamer Sprout Fund
The Hamer Family Sprout Fund’s mission is “to build communities inspired to take action for a
sustainable future”. It aims to support projects and organisations that promote innovation in
environmental education, facilitate engagement in environmental action, advocate for
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environmental sustainability and foster collaboration between young people engaged in
environmental leadership. Grants are available for up to $5,000.
Applications are open now and close on 30 September 2022.
thehamersproutfund@gmail.com
https://www.thehamersproutfund.com/apply-for-funding
Gambling Community Benefit Fund
Provide one-off grants up to $35K for not-for-profit organisations to help provide community
services or activities that benefit the Queensland community.
Round 115 will open mid-September and close midnight on 31 October 2022.
cbf@treasury.qld.gov.au
(07) 3247 4284
https://www.justice.qld.gov.au/initiatives/community-grants
Norman Wettenhall Foundation—Small Environmental Grant Scheme
Projects that enhance or maintain the vitality and diversity of the Australian natural living
environment. Objectives of the Small Environmental Grants Scheme (up to $10K) are flora
and fauna conservation and threatened mammal conservation with one or more of the
following: monitoring/recording data, community education, community capacity building
(training), and research/science.
Next round opens on 1 October 2022 (funding released November 2022)
(03) 5472 1316 - Elizabeth (Beth) Mellick, Executive Officer
beth@nwf.org.au
http://www.nwf.org.au/
The Mullum Trust
Supports projects which have significant, ongoing or catalytic environmental
outcomes. Grants are available from $100 to $10,000. Projects with specific and localised
environmental outcomes are preferred, although locally based projects with far-reaching
impacts are also encouraged.
Ongoing
Mr Ryan Neoh on (03) 9671 6658
rneoh@deloitte.com.au
http://thetrusteeforthemullumtrust.myob.net/

Thank You to Our Sponsors!
FINIA – the Natural Integrity Alliance for K'gari is a non-incorporated, not-for-profit umbrella organisation for
its partners. As a non-incorporated organisation, we rely on our partners to support our activities for the
K'gari (Fraser Island) World Heritage site, with no dedicated funding to support our meetings, administration,
barge transfers, and accommodation. We want to acknowledge Fraser Coast Regional Council, Sealink Fraser
Island, the University of the Sunshine Coast and our outstanding contributors, volunteers and donors for their
generous support. Without this generosity, FINIA's activities would not be possible.
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